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Topic: Dog Body Language and Warning Signs of FAS

Overview: These webinars and presentations focus on how a dog
communicates with their body and what are the warning signs of FAS. 

How dogs Communicate:

If we can learn to recognize certain body languages, then we can better understand what a
dog is trying to say and better predict what they might do.

FAS = Fear, Anxiety, and Stress
There are many precursors to these emotions and it is important to take note of these,
because these emotions can cause some dogs to be aggressive

FREEZE
Often happening before an aggressive outburst. the length of time of the freeze does not
matter, but any exhibition of this behavior does. 

Behaviors that happen before freeze:

No overt signs of friendliness
Being a year or older
Being big and muscular
Tail raises or stays high
Eyes, head, and spine aligned

Squaring off
Very little foot movement
Chin high, throat exposed
Holding Space 
Staring for >2 seconds

High arousal 
High arousal + inscisor
bitting or snaping
Scent marking in the
abscents of sociability
Whale eyes
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Body Language: Speaking “Dog” 
 
What is it? 

Up until the 17
th

 century, people thought that dogs were little more than unemotional machines who 

could not feel pain, either emotional or physical. It took behavioral science a long time to move away from 

that belief.  

 

Now, of course, we know that dogs are very expressive animals who have a range of emotions. They 

communicate when they’re feeling happy, sad, nervous, fearful and angry and use their bodies and faces 
to convey much of this information. Dog body language is an elaborate and elegant system of nonverbal 

communication. If we can learn to read our dog’s postures and signals we can better understand his 

feelings and motivations and be better able to predict what he’s likely to do. 
 

What do I observe? 

Eyes: 

Your dog’s eyes, their size and shape, and the focus and intensity of their gaze can tell you much about 

how he is feeling. A soft, blinky, normal size eye indicates a happy and content dog. An overly wide eye 

may mean that your dog is feeling threatened, while a small or squinting eye may suggest fear or 

stress. 

 

It is also important to assess the direction in which he is gazing. While your dog may look at you with a 

relaxed and happy demeanor, the dog who looks at a person or another dog with a direct and hard 

stare is potentially a threat. Similarly, a dog who looks at something out of the corner of his eye so that 

only much of the white of the eye is apparent (this is known as whale eye) may be poised for an 

aggressive outburst. 

 

Mouth: 

Did you know that some dogs smile? When your dog is relaxed he will probably display a slightly open 

mouth. A closed mouth with lip licking may indicate that your dog is anxious or stressed. Exposing his 

teeth is an indication that your dog is fearful or angry. 

 

Ears: 

The type of ears your dog has (pricked, folded, drooping) will affect the way in which he is able to 

communicate his feelings. In general, however, when relaxed, your dog will hold his ears naturally. 

Ears raised is an indication that your dog is alert, assessing something. Ears pinned back against his 

head are a sign of anxiety or fear. 

 

Tail: 

There is a common misconception that a dog with a wagging tail is always friendly. While it can 

indicate a gregarious and sociable feeling, it can also be something entirely different. The placement of 

the tail, the type of the wag and the overall body posture need to be considered. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/marinhumane
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Of course, if your dog doesn’t have a tail (or a full tail) his ability to communicate with it is limited. 

 

If your dog’s tail is held naturally and gently wagging side to side, he is probably relaxed and happy. 

When he greets you at the end of the day with a wag that wiggles his entire body, of course it means 

he is ecstatic!  

 

A tail held high with a stiff and rapid movement likely indicates an aroused potentially unfriendly dog. 

 

Body Posture: 

If you think about what your dog’s body is like when he is relaxed and happy, you probably would 

describe it as soft, loose or wiggly. Now, think about when 

he is scared. He will make his body smaller, hunch over and 

try to move away.  

 

When alert, your dog will stand tall, muscles tense, perhaps 

with his weight forward on his front legs.  

 
What is he saying? 

Having the ability to read what your dog is saying with his body will help you better understand him and 

what he is feeling. It will also alert you to respond when he needs your intervention. 

 

Fear: 

If your dog is fearful he may show dilated pupils, ears carried back and down, heavy panting, more so 

than the weather might require, drooling and moving away from contact. He may look back at the 

object of fear with a “whale eye” wherein the whites of his eyes are seen as they are peering over his 

shoulder. Other signs include excessive shedding, 

sweating through paws, or even shaking. If your 

dog is very frightened, he may freeze in place and 

be unresponsive to efforts to move.  

 

There is no way to convince your dog not to be 

afraid when he is fully shut down. The best strategy 

is to try and determine the cause of the fear and 

move away from it. Changing the environment 

immediately is a smart strategy.  
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Anger: 

If your dog is very fearful and believes there is no viable escape, he may respond with aggression. 

Some dogs in full fear mode might actually look angry. The ears are pinned, the hair on the back, from 

the neck to the tail, is raised and the teeth 

may be in full view with the lips pulled 

back.  

 

If your dog is more assertive than fearful, 

he may look angry in a different way with 

ears forward, eyes wide, standing with 

confidence. Sometimes the tail is upright 

and wagging stiffly.  

 

As when your dog is fearful, the best 

strategy is to move to another 

environment away from the target of the 

display.  

 

Stress:  

When your dog is stressed, he will often try to calm himself and those around him as well. He may 

engage in any or all of these behaviors: 

 

 Sniffing the ground:  A dog will use his nose to explore the 

environment, but at times, sniffing can have a different 

purpose. Owners often blame out-of-context-sniffing as not 

paying attention or being stubborn. But sniffing when another 

dog is approaching is an avoidance behavior, a cut off signal of 

sorts, telling the other dog that there is no threat. It’s also a way 
your dog might try to calm himself in a stressful situation. 

 

 Blinking, averting:  Worried dogs can be calmed when your dog avoids direct eye contact, 

turns away or offers his backside. 

 

 Moving in an arc: Dogs will often approach 

each other in curving lines and walk beyond 

each other’s nose to sniff rear ends while 
standing side by side. The dogs will continue 

this circling/curving behavior for greeting. 

 

 Yawning:  Exaggerated yawns or multiple 

yawns are a sign that your dog is either under 

stress and trying to calm himself, or is trying to 

calm another dog. Often people think their dog is sleepy, but a wide-opened mouth yawn, 

sometimes accompanied by a slight shake of the head, signals an effort to calm. 

https://www.facebook.com/marinhumane
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 Lip Licking or Tongue Thrusting: This quick flick of the tongue 

out the end of your dog’s mouth often goes unnoticed, but it’s 
a valuable signal. A great deal of tongue thrusting is an 

indication that your dog is under stress, but is trying to calm 

himself. 

 

 Shake Off: This behavior looks like your dog is shaking off water 

from his coat when he is not even wet. Often this 

shake appears after a dog to dog greeting or a stressful 

human greeting. The movement is an indication that 

your dog found the interaction stressful and the shake 

off calms him. 

 

 

 

If you observe your dog displaying frequent calming signals during an interaction with another dog or 

with a person, ending the engagement is a wise choice. 

 

Happy and relaxed: 

When your dog is content he will have a loose and fluid body with little tension in the muscles. He will 

display a slightly open mouth, relaxed ear stance and soft eyes. This is the kind of body language you 

should look for in your dog when you are trying to teach him something new. 

 

 
 

Training Resources: 

Marin Humane’s Behavior & Training conducts various training classes. Sign up on our Behavior & Training 

page for the next available class series. 

 

We also provide Dog Training Instructors and Consultants available for private training or consultations 

(on-site or in-home) at 415.506.6280 or OhBeHAVE@MarinHumane.org. 

 

Remember to license your dog (It’s the LAW)!  If your dog gets lost, a license tag on your dog’s collar is the 
fastest way to reunite you and your dog. Even if your dog is microchipped, a license tag is immediately 

visible and doesn’t require a scanning device to read. For more information about licensing, microchipping, 

and other services provided by Marin Humane, visit us at MarinHumane.org or stop by at 171 Bel Marin 

Keys Blvd, Novato, CA. 

https://www.facebook.com/marinhumane
https://www.marinhumane.org/oh-behave/
https://www.marinhumane.org/oh-behave/
mailto:OhBeHAVE@MarinHumane.org
http://www.marinhumane.org/


How To Read Your Dog's Body Language 
 
Body Language Basics 
By Stanley Coren | Illustrations by Emma Trithart 
From Modern Dog Magazine https://moderndogmagazine.com/articles/how-read-your-dogs-body-language/415  
 

What is your dog trying to tell you? Dogs have a language that allows them to communicate their 
emotional state and their intentions to others around them. Although dogs do use sounds and 
signals, much of the information that they send is through their body language, specifically their 
facial expressions and body postures. 

Understanding what your dog is saying can give you a lot of useful information, such as when your 
dog is spooked and nervous about what is going on, or when your dog is edgy and might be ready to 
snap at someone. You do have to look at the dog's face and his whole body. 

To help you, I have created a sort of visual version of a Berlitz phrase book to allow you to interpret 
the eight most important messages your dog is sending to you. 

 
 
 
 
 
1. Relaxed Approachable 

 
This dog is relaxed and reasonably content. Such a dog is unconcerned and unthreatened by any 
activities going on in his immediate environment and is usually approachable. 
 
 
 

https://moderndogmagazine.com/articles/how-read-your-dogs-body-language/415


2. Alert- Checking Things Out

 
If the dog has detected something of interest, or something unknown, these signals communicate 
that he is now alert and paying attention while he is assessing the situation to determine if there is 
any threat or if any action should be taken. 

 
 
3. Aggressive 

 

Here he is threatening that he will act aggressively if he is challenged. 

 
 
 



4. Fearful and Aggressive 

 

This dog is frightened but is not submissive and may attack if pressed. A dog will generally give 
these signals when he is directly facing the individual who is threatening him. 

 
 
 
5. Stressed and Distressed 

 

This dog is under either social or environmental stress. These signals, however, are a general 
"broadcast" of his state of mind and are not being specifically addressed to any other individual. 

 



6. Fearful and Worried 

 

This dog is somewhat fearful and is offering signs of submission. These signals are designed to 
pacify the individual who is of higher social status or whom the dog sees as potentially threatening, 
in order to avoid any further challenges and prevent conflict. 

 
 
 
7. Extreme Fear- Total Submission 

 

This dog is indicating total surrender and submission. He is trying to say that he accepts his lower 
status by groveling before a higher ranking or threatening individual in the hopes of avoiding a 
physical confrontation. 



8. Playfulness 

 

Here we have the basic invitation to play. It may be accompanied by excited barking or playful 
attacks and retreats. This set of signals may be used as a sort of "punctuation mark" to indicate that 
any previous rough behaviour was not meant as a threat or challenge. 

 



 



Body Language and Signs of FAS in Dogs

Relaxed Anatomy Stressed

Soft; loose Face
Skin taut; wrinkled brow; 
lips pulled back; tense jaw

Almond shape;  
normal pupils; soft eye

Eyes
Dilated pupils; prolonged 
staring or avoiding eye 
contact; whale eye

Neutral; back, but  
not flattened; loose

Ears
Out to the side; flat 
against head

Flexible neck to tail
Spine/
Posture

Rigid and/or stiff

Level with topline; slightly 
above or below; wagging

Tail*
High above topline; 
tucked; wagging

Mouth open or closed;  
lips—long, soft,  

commissures relaxed
Mouth

Mouth closed; lips—short, 
tense; snarl; lip lift; bite

*Curly, docked tail—evaluate in light of what is typical for that breed



THE SPECTRUM OF FEAR, ANXIETY & STRESS

RED: SEVERE SIGNS - FIGHT/AGGRESSION (FAS 5)
• Offensive aggression: lunging forward, ears forward, tail up, hair may
be up on the shoulders, rump, and tail, showing only the front teeth, lip pucker -
lips pulled forward, tongue tight and thin, pupils possibly dilated or constricted.

• Defensive aggression: hair may be up on the back and rump, dilated pupils, 
direct eye contact, showing all teeth including molars, body crouched and 
retreating, tail tucked, ears back.

RED: SEVERE SIGNS - FLIGHT/FREEZE/FRET (FAS 4)
• Flight: ears back, tail tucked, actively trying to escape - slinking away or running, 
mouth closed or excessive panting - tongue tight instead of loose out of mouth, 
showing whites of eyes, brow furrowed, pupils dilated.

• Freeze/Fret: tonic immobility, pupils dilated, increased respiratory rate, 
trembling, tense closed mouth, ears back, tail tucked, body hunched.

YELLOW: MODERATE SIGNS (FAS 3)
• Similar to FAS 2 but turning head away, may refuse treats for brief moments or take 
treats roughly, may be hesitant to interact but not completely avoiding interaction.

YELLOW: MODERATE SIGNS (FAS 2)
• Ears slightly back or to the side, tail down but not necessarily completely tucked, 
furrowed brow, slow movements or unable to settle, fidgeting, attention seeking to 
owner, panting with a tighter mouth, moderate pupil dilation.

GREEN: MILD/SUBTLE SIGNS (FAS 1)
• Lip licking, avoids eye contact, turns head away without moving away, lifts paw, 
partially dilated pupils, slight panting but commissures of lips are relaxed.

GREEN: ALERT/EXCITED/ANXIOUS? (FAS 0-1)
• Tail up higher, looking directly, mouth closed, eyes more intense, more pupil dilation, 
brow tense, hair may be just slightly up on the back and tail, may be expectant and 
excited or highly aroused.

GREEN: PERKED/INTERESTED/ANXIOUS? (FAS 0-1)
• Looking directly but not intensely, tail up slightly, mouth open slightly but loose lips, 
ears perked forward, slight pupil dilation.

GREEN: RELAXED (FAS 0)
A: Sleeping.
B: Neutral - ears in neutral position, not perked forward, brow soft, eyes soft, mouth 
    closed but lips relaxed, body loose, tail carriage neutral, pupils normal dilation. 
C: Friendly greeting - slow back and forth tail and butt wag, ears just slightly back,
     relaxed brow and eyes, may have mouth slightly open with relaxed lips and loose tongue.  

www.fearfreehappyhomes.com 




